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pocket translate ज ब ख स ज ब प क ट क स ब ग य थ ल क भ तर य उसक ऊपर स ल ह ई य क स व हन क स ट य दरव ज़ learn more
in the cambridge english hindi dictionary ˈpɒkɪt ˈप क ट word forms pockets pocketing pocketed 1
countable noun a pocket is a small bag or pouch that forms part of a piece of clothing ज ब nf his jacket
pocket 2 countable noun you can use pocket in expressions that refer to money that people have get or
spend आमदन nf आर थ क दश nf tuttle pocket hindi dictionary is the most up to date and portable hindi
english and english hindi dictionary available today it contains a comprehensive range of contemporary
hindi vocabulary and phrases including internet and social media terms a pocket is a small bag or pouch
that forms part of a piece of clothing his jacket pocket अम र कन अ ग र ज pocket ˈpɒkɪt tuttle pocket hindi
dictionary is the most up to date and portable hindi english and english hindi dictionary available today
it contains a comprehensive range of contemporary hindi vocabulary and phrases including internet and
social media terms pocket noun a small pouch inside a garment for carrying small articles ख स घ घ ज ब ज ब
प क ट प क ट an opening at the corner or on the side of a billiard table into which billiard balls are struck
anatomy saclike structure in any of various animals as a marsupial or gopher or a pocket is a bag or
envelope like receptacle either fastened to or inserted in an article of clothing to hold small items
pockets are also attached to luggage backpacks and similar items in older usage a pocket was a
separate small bag or pouch know answer of question what is meaning of pocket dictionary in hindi
pocket dictionary ka matalab hindi me kya hai pocket dictionary क ह द म मतलब pocket dictionary meaning
in hindi what is pocket dictionary in hindi pronunciation translation synonyms examples rhymes
definitions of pocket dictionary in hindi mini hindi dictionary is the most up to date hindi pocket
dictionary available ideal for any application where a handy portable dictionary is required whether for
travel business or study this powerful pocket reference contains the following essential features
bidirectional english hindi and hindi english sections pocket meaning in hindi pocket definition
pronuniation antonyms synonyms and example sentences in hindi translation in hindi for pocket with
similar and opposite words pocket ka hindi mein matalab arth aur prayog an online hindi dictionary
with words meaning definition parts of speech in hindi words hindwi shabdkosh translation for pocket in
the free english hindi dictionary and many other hindi translations translate google s service offered
free of charge instantly translates words phrases and web pages between english and over 100 other
languages indiadict s english to hindi dictionary it lets you search and get hindi meaning of a english
word in less than a few seconds pocket n a bag or pouch especially a small bag inserted in a garment
for carrying small articles particularly money hence figuratively money wealth one of several bags
attached to a billiard table into which the balls are driven a large bag or sack used in packing various
articles as ginger hops cowries etc clear definitions in english and hindi translations for more than 15
000 words and phrases hear the words spoken in british english more than 24 000 real examples with
hindi translations show how words are used ideal for intermediate to advanced learners of english cefr
levels a1 c2 the most complete free hindi english dictionary online exclusively for hindipod101 users
find any word and translation you re looking for search using hindi or english and get bonus native
audio pronunciation save words directly to your personal word bank from the dictionary want to take
your hindi to the next level 1 countable noun a pocket is a small bag or pouch that forms part of a piece
of clothing ज ब nf his jacket pocket 2 countable noun you can use pocket in expressions that refer to
money that people have get or spend आमदन nf आर थ क दश nf tax cuts will put money in taxpayers pockets 3
adjective before noun tokyo ट क य क मतलब ज न अ ग र ज म ट क य meaning in english इ ग ल श ट क य क अर थ उच च
रण अन व द और उद हरण
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pocket translate english to hindi cambridge dictionary May 20 2024 pocket translate ज ब ख स ज ब प क ट क
स ब ग य थ ल क भ तर य उसक ऊपर स ल ह ई य क स व हन क स ट य दरव ज़ learn more in the cambridge english hindi
dictionary
hindi translation of pocket collins online dictionary Apr 19 2024 ˈpɒkɪt ˈप क ट word forms pockets
pocketing pocketed 1 countable noun a pocket is a small bag or pouch that forms part of a piece of
clothing ज ब nf his jacket pocket 2 countable noun you can use pocket in expressions that refer to money
that people have get or spend आमदन nf आर थ क दश nf
tuttle pocket hindi dictionary hindi english english hindi Mar 18 2024 tuttle pocket hindi
dictionary is the most up to date and portable hindi english and english hindi dictionary available today
it contains a comprehensive range of contemporary hindi vocabulary and phrases including internet and
social media terms
pocket क ह न द अन व द क ल न स अ ग र ज ह न द शब दक श Feb 17 2024 a pocket is a small bag or pouch that
forms part of a piece of clothing his jacket pocket अम र कन अ ग र ज pocket ˈpɒkɪt
tuttle pocket hindi dictionary 9780804839617 Jan 16 2024 tuttle pocket hindi dictionary is the most up
to date and portable hindi english and english hindi dictionary available today it contains a
comprehensive range of contemporary hindi vocabulary and phrases including internet and social media
terms
pocket meaning in hindi pocket translation in hindi shabdkosh Dec 15 2023 pocket noun a small pouch
inside a garment for carrying small articles ख स घ घ ज ब ज ब प क ट प क ट an opening at the corner or on the
side of a billiard table into which billiard balls are struck anatomy saclike structure in any of various
animals as a marsupial or gopher or
pocket प कट प क ट क अर थ मतलब अन व द उच च रण Nov 14 2023 a pocket is a bag or envelope like receptacle
either fastened to or inserted in an article of clothing to hold small items pockets are also attached to
luggage backpacks and similar items in older usage a pocket was a separate small bag or pouch
pocket dictionary meaning in hindi shabdkhoj translation Oct 13 2023 know answer of question what is
meaning of pocket dictionary in hindi pocket dictionary ka matalab hindi me kya hai pocket dictionary क
ह द म मतलब
pocket dictionary meaning in hindi shabdkosh Sep 12 2023 pocket dictionary meaning in hindi what is
pocket dictionary in hindi pronunciation translation synonyms examples rhymes definitions of pocket
dictionary in hindi
mini hindi dictionary 9780804842914 tuttle publishing Aug 11 2023 mini hindi dictionary is the most up
to date hindi pocket dictionary available ideal for any application where a handy portable dictionary is
required whether for travel business or study this powerful pocket reference contains the following
essential features bidirectional english hindi and hindi english sections
pocket meaning in hindi hinkhoj english hindi dictionary Jul 10 2023 pocket meaning in hindi pocket
definition pronuniation antonyms synonyms and example sentences in hindi translation in hindi for
pocket with similar and opposite words pocket ka hindi mein matalab arth aur prayog
आनल इन ह द शब दक श ह द म शब द क अर थ ह न दव Jun 09 2023 an online hindi dictionary with words meaning
definition parts of speech in hindi words hindwi shabdkosh
pocket translation in hindi bab la May 08 2023 translation for pocket in the free english hindi dictionary
and many other hindi translations
google translate Apr 07 2023 translate google s service offered free of charge instantly translates words
phrases and web pages between english and over 100 other languages
indiadict com dictionary and more Mar 06 2023 indiadict s english to hindi dictionary it lets you search
and get hindi meaning of a english word in less than a few seconds
pocket meaning in hindi ह द मतलब pocket in hindi at Feb 05 2023 pocket n a bag or pouch
especially a small bag inserted in a garment for carrying small articles particularly money hence
figuratively money wealth one of several bags attached to a billiard table into which the balls are driven
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a large bag or sack used in packing various articles as ginger hops cowries etc
cambridge english hindi dictionary translate from english to Jan 04 2023 clear definitions in english and
hindi translations for more than 15 000 words and phrases hear the words spoken in british english
more than 24 000 real examples with hindi translations show how words are used ideal for intermediate
to advanced learners of english cefr levels a1 c2
hindi dictionary hindipod101 com Dec 03 2022 the most complete free hindi english dictionary
online exclusively for hindipod101 users find any word and translation you re looking for search using
hindi or english and get bonus native audio pronunciation save words directly to your personal word
bank from the dictionary want to take your hindi to the next level
hindi translation of pocket collins online dictionary Nov 02 2022 1 countable noun a pocket is a
small bag or pouch that forms part of a piece of clothing ज ब nf his jacket pocket 2 countable noun you
can use pocket in expressions that refer to money that people have get or spend आमदन nf आर थ क दश nf tax
cuts will put money in taxpayers pockets 3 adjective before noun
tokyo ट क य meaning in english gk in hindi Oct 01 2022 tokyo ट क य क मतलब ज न अ ग र ज म ट क य
meaning in english इ ग ल श ट क य क अर थ उच च रण अन व द और उद हरण
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